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PSILAM, a derivative of the program UMWEG, makes possible the calculation
and graphical representation of multiple-diffraction intensity-independent as
well as intensity-dependent ÿ peak location plots and can be applied to Xrays as well as to neutrons. The program is written in Lahey Fortran 95. The
program runs without further commercial subroutine libraries; consequently it
can be used without licence problems. It is distributed for Windows 2000 via
http://www.rrz.uni-hamburg.de/mpi/rossmanith. Executable (binary ®les) are
available free of charge for academic use only.

1. Introduction

Table 1

The program PSILAM is a derivative of UMWEG (Rossmanith,
1985, 1999), a program whose graphical output consists of two
diagrams with the azimuthal angle
as common abscissa: the
multiple-diffraction peak location plot ( versus the wavelength )
and the diagram showing the calculated (and, if available, measured)
Renninger scans. With PSILAM only the peak location plot is
obtained. There are some differences between the peak location plots
obtained with PSILAM and UMWEG which will be considered in the
following examples. The input ®les discussed in this paper are
included in the program PSILAM, i.e. every time the binary executable psilamw.exe is started, the input ®les zero_atoms.ein and
diamond.ein, as well as an additional input ®le benzil.ein and the
input description ®le input-help, are built and stored in the directory containing the psilamw.exe ®le.

2. Examples of application
2.1. Peak location plot of an unknown structure

The program UMWEG was mainly developed for the calculation
of Renninger scans, i.e. for the evaluation of the intensities of
multiple diffraction events. Therefore it cannot be used for unknown
structures. For the calculation of an intensity-independent multiplediffraction peak location plot, on the other hand, the knowledge of
the positional and temperature parameters of the sample structure is
not necessary; the knowledge of the cell parameters, the wavelength
range 1 to 2 and the azimuthal angle range 1 to 2 is suf®cient.
The detailed description of the PSILAM input ®le is part of the
program (the ®le input-help can be called by the menu item `input
help') and its contents will not be repeated here. The content of the
input ®le zero_atoms.ein is an example of a minimum PSILAM
input ®le (Table 1). The relevant information is given in the third line
Ê ) and the
(cell parameters), the fourth line (1 = 3.4    2 = 3.7 A

sixth line ( 1 = 103 < < 2 = 111 ). The text given in the ®rst line of
the input ®le is used as a heading of the diagram. The ®le name given
in the second line de®nes the graphical PostScript output ®le. The ®rst
number in the fourth line, the number in the ®fth line and the last
numbers in the sixth and eighth lines are `dummies' with respect to
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Input ®le zero_atom.ein.
Unknown structure
zero_atoms.ps
8.417
8.417
0
3.4
100.
103.
111.
1
0
2
0

13.68
3.7
0.
0
2

90.

90.

120.

0

intensity-independent ± diagrams. In the seventh line the spacegroup number (1  P1), the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit
of the lattice cell (0  unknown structure) and the number of atomic
scattering-factor tables (0  unknown structure) have to be given.
The indices of the primary re¯ection are input in the last line of the
®le. In Fig. 1 the corresponding graphical output is shown. Unlike the
graphical output of the program UMWEG, in which only lines with
azimuthal angles corresponding to 1 and lying in the interval 1 ÿ5
< < 2 + 5 are shown, with PSILAM all lines of the interval ÿ180
< < 180 , which cross the borders of the diagram, are visible in the
peak location plot, i.e. the nearly horizontal lines in the upper part of
Fig. 1 with starting points at 1 smaller than = 98 and larger than
= 116 would be missing in the corresponding UMWEG peak location
plot.
As in the case of the program UMWEG (see Rossmanith, 1999) for
details), in the print output of PSILAM, for each line with a value
corresponding to 1 lying in the azimuthal angle interval 1 to 2, the
indices of the operative and cooperative re¯ection are listed together
with the corresponding azimuthal angle
and the symbols representing the direction of the passage of the reciprocal-lattice point
corresponding to the operative re¯ection during the rotation about
the axis from inside to outside (`i±o') or from outside to inside
(`o±i') of the Ewald sphere, respectively. The knowledge of this
direction of the passage through the Ewald sphere is essential for
users intending phase determination by multiple diffraction based on
the pro®les given by Weckert & HuÈmmer (1997, Fig. 6 therein); i.e. if
the orientation matrix is known, with PSILAM the experimental
position of the `in±out scan' for each operative re¯ection of an
unknown structure can be calculated.
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Table 2

Input ®le diamond.ein.
Diamond
diamond.ps
3.5667
0
100.
0.
2
C
0.0039
0.0039
0.0039
0.0039
2

3.5667
1.

3.5667
1.6

180.
4

0.1
1

1
0.0039
1
0.0039
1
0.0039
1
0.0039
2

1.
0.0039
1.
0.0039
1.
0.0039
1.
0.0039
2

90.

90.

90.

-.125
0.
-.125
0.
0.375
0.
0.375
0.
0

-.125
0.
0.375
0.
-.125
0.
0.375
0.

-.125
0.
0.375
0.
0.375
0.
-.125
0.

2.2. Peak location plot of a forbidden or `almost forbidden'
reflection of a known structure

In Figs. 2 and 3 the peak location plots of the `almost forbidden'
222 re¯ection of diamond are shown for the wavelength interval 1  
Ê and the azimuthal angle interval 0 < < 180 (see the fourth
 1.6 A
and sixth lines of the input ®le given in Table 2). Space group P1
(space-group number 2, in the seventh line) is used with four atoms in
the asymmetric unit of the lattice cell and one atomic scattering factor
table (second and third numbers in the seventh line), because, as a
result of the special positions of the C atoms, the correct space group
Fd3m (space-group number 227) would make calculations slower.
Fig. 2 is calculated with the structure factor F222 = 0 (last number in
the last line of the input ®le), whereas Fig. 3 is calculated with F222 =
1.1, i.e. replacing the zero behind the indices in the last line by 1.1. For
the known diamond structure, the positional and temperature parameters of which are given in the lines 9±16, the integrated Umweg and
Aufhellung intensities, de®ned by the expressions (8) and (9) of
Rossmanith (2000b), can be calculated. The ®rst number in the fourth
line is the polarization indicator (0 for an unpolarized beam). The
radius of the sample (100 mm, given in the ®fth line) makes possible
absorption and extinction corrections (see x3.3 of Rossmanith,
2000b). The integrated absorption and extinction-corrected Umweg

Figure 2

The peak location plot calculated with the input ®le diamond.ein (Table 2).

Figure 3

The peak location plot calculated with the input ®le diamond.ein (Table 2) after
replacement of the last zero of the input ®le by the value 1.1.

Figure 4

Figure 1

The peak location plot of an unknown structure calculated with the input ®le
zero_atom.ein (Table 1).
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The peak location plot calculated with the input ®le diamond.ein (Table 2) after
replacement of the wavelength range, the intensity limit for the graphical and print
outputs, and the indices of the primary re¯ection by 0.7±1.0, 100 and 3 5 ÿ3,
respectively. The last number of the input ®le is zero (i.e. the structure factor is
calculated by the program).
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and Aufhellung intensities (headings `umweg' and `aufhe', respectively) are given for each multiple diffraction line in the print output,
whereas the intensities (headings `Iumweg' and `Iaufhe', respectively)
given in the print output of the program UMWEG correspond to the
values obtained in the peak maxima of the distributions de®ned by
Rossmanith [2000b, expressions (18), (19) and (23) therein]. The
number of lines in the graphical as well as the print output can be
reduced by an intensity limit given as the last number in the sixth line
of the input ®le.
Because F222 = 0, no Aufhellung effects are possible. Therefore, in
Fig. 2 all multiple diffraction events are drawn as black full lines. In
Fig. 3, on the other hand, additional blue and green lines are
obtained. For these lines the structure factor of either the operative
(green lines) or the cooperative (blue lines) re¯ection is zero. No
Umweganregung effect is therefore possible for the corresponding
events. Furthermore, from inspection of the expression (9) given by
Rossmanith (2000b) it becomes clear that the Aufhellung effect
corresponding to these events is caused only by one of the two terms
determining the Aufhellung intensity.
It should be pointed out that the interference term [expression (15)
given by Rossmanith, 2000b] is not considered in PSILAM. For a
meaningful consideration of this effect the knowledge of the shape
and width of the intensity pro®les involved in the multiple diffraction
process is needed [see expressions (18)±(23) and Figs. 2±4 given by
Rossmanith, 2000b].
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2.3. Peak location plot of a strong reflection of a known structure

The number of red lines corresponding to multiple diffraction
events with Umweganregung intensity, `umweg', smaller than the
Aufhellung intensity, `aufhe', rapidly increases with increasing
intensity of the primary re¯ection. This becomes obvious from Fig. 4,
showing the peak location plot of the 353 primary re¯ection. The red
lines are dominating, although most of the red lines are not drawn
because of the intensity limit (see corresponding text in the ®gure).

3. Availability
The program is written in Lahey Fortran 95. The program runs
without further commercial subroutine libraries. Consequently it can
be used without licence problems. It is distributed for Windows 2000
via
http://www.rrz.uni-hamburg.de/mpi/rossmanith.
Executable
(binary ®les) are available free of charge for academic use only.
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